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TOPICS	
•  Where	and	when	was	the	win8p	of	TU-154M	detached	
from	the	aircraN?	

•  How	was	it	moving	and	how	far	did	it	fly?	
			
•  Where	did	the	fatal	half-roll	of		
				flight	PLF	101		begin?		

•  What	was	happening	with	the	birch		
				tree	during	the	collision?	Did	the	
				wing8p	separate	from	the	aircraN	or		
					cut	the	this	birch	and	remain	
				aWached	to	the	rest	of	the	wing?	



Incorrect	calcula8ons	of	Dr.	Binienda	et	al.	(2012)	
Such a scenario requires: 
either a deceleration in air 
reaching the value of 60 g, i.e. 
coefficient of drag Cd ~ 20-30, 
or air density 20-30 times 
higher than actual, the mass of 
the wing too low 20x, or (quite 
likely!) the Reynolds number 
Re in model orders of 
magnitude too low as a 
consequence of low resolution 
or otherwise wrong numerical 
calculations).  
Pick your favorite reason –  
Binienda’s calculations are 
wrong in any case.  

Hypothesis of a 10-12 meter flight with  
sudden, unexplained braking in mid-air. 

the solid line is the miscalculated  
trajectory of a wingtip, initially flying at  
80 m/s. Notice the abrupt braking in midair. 



Binienda (2012) did FEM analysis of wing-tree collision. He did not know either the 
true thicknesses of aluminum alloy sheets (D16) or even the correct range in which 
they should lie. His models had metal 5-12 mm thick, which is 3-4 times too high. We 
now know the dimensions directly from Tupolev design bureau. Every engineer should 
be able to estimate the required thickness for transport aircraft to +-20% accuracy.  
 
 



My	results	for	flightpath	of	a	wing8p	in	2012			



However, I recently added detailed consideration of unsteady aerodynamics, 
where lift and drag forces up to a few times higher than in the stabilized flow  
are possible. 



A number of important new works have appeared recently... 





The	autorota8on	occurs	at	AR	(elonga8on	factors)	in	a	wide	range,	for	
instance	in	case	of	flat	square	pieces.		The	phenomenon	is	insensi8ve	
to	Reynolds	number	Re.		



Non-sta8onary	airfoil	aerodynamics;	
Autorota8on	is	caused	by	a	lowered	pressure	of	the	vortex	
behind	the	leading	edge.	Autorota8on	prefers	a	speed	of	
rota8on	such	that	the	linear	rota8on	speed	of	the	edge	equals	
0.35-0.5	of	the	speed	of	the	undisturbed,	incoming	airflow	



example of detailed calculation 



Free flight of the plate: rotation around the long axis with nutation 





unsteady flow results in lift force insensitive to viscosity (Re number)  





Morka	i	in.	(2013)		LS-Dyna	
The dashed line shows a slow stabilization of rotation rate after many full turns 
for a dimensionless coefficient of the moment of inertia appropriate for the detached 
wingtip of  PLF 101   (timescale, however, relates to a different, published model) 



	Cd,	CL	and		Cm	as	a	func8on	of	the	angle	of	aWack		
of	autorota8ng	airfoil	



	CL	and		Cd	coefficients	(as	a	func8on	of	the	angle	of	aWack)	
during	autorota8on	of	the	wing8p	of	Tupolev	PLF	101	



Numerical	trajectory	and	the	rota8on	of	the	wing8p,		
taking		into	account	autorota8on,	drag	force	and	the	Magnus	(liN)	force	



Comparison	of	flight	with	and	without	Magnus’	effect	

CL set to zero 

full CL as in  
       inset 



Conclusions	about	the	wing8p	trajectory:	
the	wing8p:		

•  	rapidly	accelerated	up	and	began	autorota8ng	
•  It	flew	for	about	5	seconds,		rota8ng	along	its	
long	axis		with	some	nuta8on	

•  It	fell	aNer	covering	about	110	m	distance	with	
velocity	not	larger	than	~70	km/h,	at	a	~50	
degrees	angle	to	the	horizon	

•  Agreement	with	the	reality	as	found	by	post-
accident	inves8ga8ons	is	very	good.	



How	was	the	outer	part	of	the	wing	
detached?		

Part II of the presentation:  



•  Dr.	Bodin’s	birch:		
•  broken	beam	of	the	tree	trunk			
•  the	crown	res8ng	against	it	
•  the	trunk	inclined	because	of	
	a	breakage	at	the	ground	level	



Facts	about	Bodin’s	birch:	
no	missing	sector	of	a	trunk,	poten8ally	crushed	by	a	wing.	
In	2012	the	military	prosecutor’s	office	physically	reconstructed	
most	of	the	beam	of	the	birch	from	the	broken	parts,	which	fit	
together	without	much	
8mber	loss.		

Tree trunk after collision has up to 1 m-long splinters. It was not cut or crushed sector-
wise, but broken at moderate speed. The position of the tree top shows the direction of 
collision that has bent the birch beyond the modulus of rupture (MOR) of fibers.  
The tree was dynamically hit in by a slanted wing of west-moving aircraft.  



Trunk’s	
inclina8on		



.	

.is	due	to	a	split	
(breakage)		
at	its	boWom,	on	the	
side	from	which	the	
tree	was	hit.		
	
The	double	breakage	
on	opposite	sides	of	
the	trunk	are	a	sure	
sign	of	a	dynamic	
bending 



Typical	data	about	the	wood	







Behavior	of	wood	under	tension	(modulus	of	
rupture	MOR)	vs.	compression	



Wood	cells	were	being	crushed	following	the	first	contact	
with	the	wing.	About	15	percent	of	the	trunk	sector	was	
crushed	by	the	wing.	ANerwards,	the	contact	area	grew	and	the	
stress	values	dropped	below	the	8mber	crushing	limit.	The	tree	
meanwhile	started	being	deflected	as	a	whole	and	the	wing	
started	fragmen8ng	aNer	buckling	and	exceeding	
locally	the	metal	yield	stress.	



Es8mates	of	birch	wood	and	oak	strengths	

MPa 

Zgniatanie powolne 



Rapidly crushed wood 
is much (~2 x) 
tougher than a slowly 
deformed wood.   



Modeling	with	LS-Dyna	requires	the	knowledge	of	these	
typical	issues	with	an	FEM	method		

F 

1. High resolution is a must 
2. Beware of numerical erosion of FEM 
elements in dynamical situations. 
Conservation laws are violated if timber 
disappears, wing is not even challenged, 
tree inertia disappears  
3. When time-step inexplicably drops to a 
rock-bottom value 1 ns in a low-res  
LS-Dyna sim (to cross 1 FEM tree cell 
the wing takes ~10000000 time-steps!), 
the calculation is NOT accurate. It no 
longer makes sense. This could be due 
to excessive mesh distortion or 
hourglassing or something else. 
4. Never overestimate the D16 alloy’s 
thickness, especially by a factor of 3-4 

One of Binienda’s models  
compared with a more realistic 
internal structure of the wing) 



there is one more thing – standard material models do not take this into account: 
 
 
(they lower the toughness of                            aluminum alloys, and have been  
 
 
exceeded in Smolensk)   



Calcula8ons	of	Binienda	et	al.	(2012)	–	fully	plas8c	
tree	(GHARD=0	!),	totally	unrealis8c	trunk	bending				



Example	of	correct	usage	of	LS-Dyna:			
A.	Morka	et	al	(2013)	



Morka	et	al	(2012)	=	correct	
geometry	of	the	wing	



Wing	is	cut	by	an	undeformable	cylinder	in	LS-Dyna			
(Morka	et	al.	2013)	



Cuqng	the	wing	in	LS-Dyna		(Morka	et	al.	2013)	



force          aver. force  

simlation parameters, thickness 
of metal sheets etc.  



Force	as	a	func8on	of	displacement,	for	
different	mean	aluminum	alloy	thicknesses		



How	max.	deforma8on	parameters	
influence	the	wing-tree	force.		



Influence	of	the	resul8on	of	the	mesh	(green	is	
sparse	grid,	blue	is	dense	grid)	



	CALCULATIONS	OF	TREE	BREAKING	

•  Essen8al	variable:	the	total	force	of	tree-wing	contact		
•  Realis8c	force	in	higer-resolu8on	FEM	equals		20-30	
tonnes	

•  I	will	show	the	tree	deforma8on	calcula8ons	done	in	
the	IDL	language	

•  Mathema8cal	model:	Timoshenko	beam	=		
•  Euler-Bernoulli	beam	generalized	to	include	shear	
deforma8ons	and	rota8onal	iner8a	

•  I	further	generalized	that	model	to	include	axial	
strains	and	stresses,	and	a	more	tree-like,	variable	
cross	sec8on		



Generalized   TIMOSHENKO BEAM  

Model allows to study the deformations of elastic columns or beams 
subject to bending and shear, as well as additional axial loading such as 
the gravity of the beam. The above equations have been supplemented  
by axial mtion equation, to take into account vertical component of 
deformation in a dynamic setting. The tree has a circular cross section and 
narrows from bottom to top.   



Time-variability	of	force	(cf.	Morka	2013)	with	the	average	
22	T	and		32	T	of	force		



Force	22	T,							t	=	9	ms,	
Map	of	absolute	(leN)	and	rela8ve	(right)	axial	stress	on	fibers	



Force	22	T,				8me	t	=	39	ms,	stresses	at	6.5m	height	=	(+-42)	
in	MPa.	In	this	case	there	is	no	breakage;	the	trunk	deflects	
by	up	to	~0.2	m		



Force	27	T,						8me	t	=	9	ms	



Force	27	T,			8me			t	=	23	ms	

Tension of fibers exceeds at 
the height of  6.5 m, as well as 
0.6 m the limiting values 
(moduls of rupture for birch 
MOR ~ 50 MPa). 
 
A wavetrain of shear and 
dilatation waves is launch 
travels along the  
tree trunk. 
 
(The fracture is not of a 
splinter type because of the 
low dimensionality of the 
Timoshenko beam model) 
 
 



Results	
The	tree	trunk	of	the	Bodin’s	birch	modeled	under	realis8cally	8me-

variable	loading	(the	variability	paWerned	aNer	FEM	calcula8ons	of	
Morka	et	al.	2012)	with	a	mean	force	of	22	tonnes	does	not	cause	
the	breakage	of	the	trunk	

•  Mean	contact	force	of	~26	tonnes	or	larger	causes	fractures	in	the	
trunk	(MOR	is	locally	exceeded).		The	trunk	is	broken	in	two	areas:	
one	in	the	area	hit	by	the	wing	and	the	other	at	the	base	near	the	
ground,	exactly	as	it	happened	in	Smolensk	in	2010.		Mean	force	>	
~30	ton	(300	kN)		requires	too	thick	aluminum	alloy	sheets	in	the	
wing	to	be	generated.		

•  The	current	model	has	reduced	dimensionality	and	cannot	answer	
all	ques8on,	e.g.	what	is	the	devia8on	of	the	line	of	breakage	of	the	
wing	from	the	direc8on	of	flight,	what	is	the	shape	of	fractures.		
Realis8cally	they	would	have	long	splinters.	More	calcula8ons	are	
needed,	although	it	seems	concievable	that	that	the	trunk	hit	by	
the	delta-shaped	wing,	by	deflects	by	the	right	amount	to	explain	
the	small	8lt	of	the	cut	line	to	the	flightpath.	

	



Results		
•  In	first	approxima8on,	an	FEM	simula8on	of	the	
structure	of	the	wing	under	collision	with	a	tree	can	
be	done	with	a	nondeformable	obstacle,	because	the	
wing	structural	failure	happens	rapidly,	in	8me	when	a	
large	tree	iner8a	excludes	its	rapid	deforma8on.	Such	
method	was	employed	by	the	WAT	research	group	of	
Morka	et	al.		

•  If	however	we	want	to	reproduce	the	slightly	slanted	cut	
line	of	the	wing	(8	degrees	w.r.t.	flight	direc8on)	then	
we’d	need	to	use	a	deformable	trunk	such	as	the	one	
studied	here,	maybe	also	the	small,	planar	wing	
distor8on	along	its	whole	span.	The	task	seems	easy,	
since	our	~0.5	m	bending	corresponds	to	exactly	such	a	
slant	angle	given	a	~3.5	meter	long	chord	of	the	wing.	



Results	

		
•  Destruc8on	of	a	box	structure	of	the	wing	always		
happens	in	correctly	performed	simula8ons		
•  Metal	sheet	thickness	of	order	2-3	mm	leads	to	
just	enough	loading	on	a	44	cm-diameter	tree	to	
cause	its	breakage.	This	happens	long	aNer	the	
fate	of	the	wing	is	already	sealed:	the	breakage	
occurs	when	the	wing	is	already	largely	cut	off	
and	it	is	leaving	the	area	of	interac8on	in	two	
pieces.	

	



Execu/ve	Summary:			
(i)	the	problem	of	flight	of	the	detached	wing/p	of	the	
Smolensk	Tupolev	PLF	101,	and		
(ii)	the	problem	of	the	wing-tree	collision	
	have	been	solved.			

•  Theore8cal	flight	path	of	the	6.5-m	part	of	the	leN	wing		
agrees	very	well	with	the	distance	from	the	Bodin’s	
birch	tree	to	the	place	whe	it	fell	(110	m),	and	its	very	
well-preserved	state.			

•  The	calculated,	complex,	tree	breakage	(at	two	different	
heights	in	the	opposite	direc8ons)	long	aNer	the	
ini8a8on	of	wing	destruc8on	(under	the	mutual	force	of	
about	27-30	tonnes),	is	in	a	good	agreement	with	the	
post-accident	reports	of	Smolensk	crash.	


